Loop Steering Committee Meeting Notes
April 13, 2015 7:30-9:00
Attending: Will Chang, Maria Tong, Sheldon Trimble, Gaetan, Michael Kerbow, Dianne Bates, JR Eppler,
Kelli Rudnick (DPW), Jean Bogiages
Guest: Supervisor Malia Cohen
The meeting began with introductions. Following that Jean thanked Supervisor Cohen for her help
since 2011, explained where we are in the process, listed city projects that have the same mission as
ours and talked about the state’s responsibility for the area. At this point Caltrans has reviewed our
project and given a verbal OK on the conceptual designs, pointing out areas that need adjustment. Our
next step is to get a more accurate conceptual design estimate for design and construction costs that
can be presented to the ENCAC and any other potential funders.
Supervisor Cohen passed out a list of contacts in response to our agenda (Attachment A). We spent
some time discussing the list and talking about how our projects fits in. Supervisor Cohen specifically
mentioned that she has spoken with David Chiu (State Assembly) and Tilly Chang (SFCTA) about the
Loop as a priority project for district 10.
Green Connections has identified 17th Street as one of the 25 green connector streets. Walk First has
identified Vermont and 17th intersection in it’s top collision profiles because of nighttime visibility.
OneSF is the City’s Capital Planning Program. SFCTA’s Proposition K funding might be helpful for 17th
Street.
Supervisor Cohen had to leave around 7:30. The rest of the meeting was spent on discussion of next
steps.
First priority is getting a better conceptual design budget for the 5 sections of the Loop project so we
can present to the ENCAC and follow up on grant applications. Next is we need to get additional cost
estimates for survey work. We will do that after Kelli meets with Marcel and we can determine the
exact area that needs to be surveyed.
We also discussed the GBD and the confusion that local property owners had. Who is Build Public?
Who gets the petition letter in 3 or 4 unit condo buildings?
Action items:
 Jean will follow up on the contacts the Supervisor gave us.
 Kelli will meet with Marcel to come up with a cost for Marcel and MAC5 to create conceptual
design and construction budgets for the 5 Loop sections, and an estimate of the time to come
up with the cost estimate
 The committee agreed to use the money we have raised to pay for the cost estimate.
 Jean will get additional cost estimates for the land survey after getting a definition of exactly
what part of the land need to be surveyed.
 We will wait a while before creating a change.org petition.
Notes submitted by Jean Bogiages

